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CHAPTER V 

CLOSURE 

This chapter presents the conclusion of the study and suggestion. 

Conclusion summarizes the result of the research based on the research 

problem. So, it summarizes about students speaking activity in Language 

Program applied at dormitory of Global Islamic Boarding School (GIBS) 

Barito Kuala briefly. While suggestion is the researcher recommendation based 

on the result of the study for having better result in speaking activity. 

A. Conclusion 

Based on the result of the study based on the research problem, the 

researcher concludes that: 

1. The students speaking activity in Language Program at Dormitory of 

Global Islamic Boarding School (GIBS) Barito Kuala, such as: 

Fahmul Ayat, Delivering Vocabularies, Language Court and 

Muhadhoroh. 

2. The students problems in speaking activity in Language Program at 

Dormitory of Global Islamic Boarding School (GIBS) Barito Kuala, 

such as: Inhibition, Nothing to Say/Lack of topical knowledge and 

Mother tongue use. 
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B. Suggestion  

After the writer done the research, the writer had some suggestion, 

perhaps the suggestions will be input for the institution of Global Islamic 

Boarding School (GIBS) Barito Kuala, language learners, and the next 

researcher. The suggestion are: 

1. For the institution of Global Islamic Boarding School (GIBS) Barito 

Kuala 

As a modern institution Global Islamic Boarding School has a 

good program for the students and success to applied it. If it is 

possible, GIBS may add more activity in order to improve the students 

speaking ability and to get the better result of students speaking skill.  

2. For language Learners 

As the language learners they should understand that mastering 

speaking is very important, because the function of language as the 

international language in globalization era. Then, if possible they 

should try to not hesitate to speak in English and try to have a 

conversation. By practicing speaking, the English language learners 

will master that language. 

3. For the next researcher 

The researcher realize that this research is far from perfectness. So 

the researcher expected the next research can do more and prepare 

well all of the step before do the research. 

 


